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As time advances, network technologies, information technologies, financial
technologies, artificial intelligence and big data etc. bring convenience as well as
challenges to economic life. In recent years, due to frequent telecommunication
fraud, network loan, trap loan, and campus loan and other economic cases, fast
changes of external environment, impact of diverse values, missing of relevant
legal and regulatory rules and lack of education on financial literary etc., people are
facing more risks in economic life.
The increasingly complex modern economic life requires people to not only master
the financial knowledge and money management skills in life, but to establish
correct values on labor, money, wealth and life, or namely financial literary.
For adolescents in distress (left-behind children, migrant children, vocational
school students, and migrant youth), since they are living in an environment with
weak ability to access information and resources in modern economic life, it’s
particularly important to strengthen the awareness of risks in life, improve survival
adaptability and activate financial planning capacities through cultivation of
financial literary.
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BeBetter’s solutions
As a part of literacy education, the financial literary education conducted by BeBetter combines a variety of economic scenarios in family,
campus and social life. By carrying out discussions with teenagers on
use, management and creation of wealth, BeBetter aims to cultivate
their values on labor, money and wealth that are correct, reasonable
and just, improve their money management ability, social adaptability
and self-development and help them live a better life.

The core service system includes five dimensions:
◎Provision of financial literary curriculum and activities — BeBetter
establishes the standard for children and teenagers’ financial literary,
carries forward the student-centered philosophy that “education is
life”, and provide them with innovative curriculum and activities of
financial literary education which are suitable to be implemented in at
campus and communities.
◎Establishment of financial literary mentor certification system —
BeBetter co-establishes a diverse financial literary mentor certification
system, under which excellent financial literary mentors will be
cultivated at campus and communities to guide the financial literary
education for children and teenagers.
◎Construction of a co-established cooperation platform — BeBetter
constructs a co-established cooperation platform for financial literary
education with government, enterprises and public welfare organizations, empowering partners to promote the regional financial literary
education demonstration.
◎Promotion of study on financial literary — BeBetter launches the
survey and test of financial literary education and influences policy
initiative through dissemination and discussion of topics.
◎Creation of opportunities of international activities and exchange —
Relying on the international alliance platform for financial literary
education, BeBetter provides children and teenagers with the opportunities of international activities and exchange to help them make
breakthrough during growth.
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Why support
BeBetter

Focused
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Professional
R&D
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BeBetter Better insists on focusing

BeBetter insists on continuous

on the financial literary education

innovation of "user thinking" in

for teenagers, especially those in

the R&D of financial literary

Join the monthly donation

disadvantaged areas. It offers

education curriculum and

systematic intervention to cultivate

activities, and designs curriculum

Join the monthly donation and contribute RMB 1 per day (RMB 30 per month) to support

independent, warm and responsi-

content that matches the

ble economic citizens, and helps

cognitive characteristics and life

young people live a better life.

situations of beneficiary groups.

financial literary education curriculum and activities nationwide.

Join volunteer
Join volunteer activities to support financial literary education .

Standardized
management

Sustainable
developmen

Visible
achievements

Provide site support
Provide site support for office and activities of agencies.

BeBetter is a 4A social organization in

BeBetter empowers school

BeBetter joins hands with college

Shanghai which has passed the audit and

teachers, community workers and

academic teams to establish

certification by SGS, an international

young leaders through financial

systematic evaluation indexes for

authoritative evaluation agency. BeBetter

literary mentor growth system,

programs, curriculum and

strictly abides by the laws and regulations

thus achieving sustainable scale

activities, so that the beneficiaries

on charity and regularly disclose the

development.

and donors may timely learn

progress and financial report of programs,

about the effectiveness of

so that donors may timely understand the

intervention.

effectiveness of work.

Provide media support
Provide media support to popularize financial literary
education among the public.

月捐二维码

Business report
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More than a year ago when I was not yet the Director General of BeBetter, I often said that my pursuit of professionalism on the growth path
of children and financial literary education is my greater motivation in addition to my sense of mission. However, I found myself changed.
When the funding of a specific program encounters constant challenges, I will cry anxiously. There are so many teachers and children
expecting for classes, but funds are not available. When schools need richer and more three-dimensional resource support for curriculum
If the sustainable development of an individual is seen as the operation of a
company, it needs a clear target positioning, which calls for the ability to
continuously generate income, maintain a stable cash flow, and resist the risks
of economic and market changes. Then "operation of life" is what we’d like
to propose, where "exploration and determination of the orientation",
"creation of cash flow" and "risk prevention" will be the core theory of change
to achieve this value. The problems responded to and the solutions provided
by BeBetter also become clearer.

activities in the context of reduction of homework and off-campus tutoring, I cannot fall asleep, pondering what BeBetter can contribute its
part and what kind of changes will be in line with the orientation of the organization and satisfy the demand of beneficiaries. When something
new like short video fundraising emerges, and the team works overtime to innovate without giving up public influence in face of challenges,
I will be excited and feel proud for everyone who engages in this cause with enthusiasm and professionalism in BeBetter.
This strong sense of mission made me more devoted to this cause and my life is also more colorful. Many people say that engagement in
public welfare is actually a kind of nourishment of life either for beneficiaries or service provider. It is true. I think this is the essence of public
welfare. It is not a single output but a two-way interaction and growth, which is also the goal of every people of BeBetter who makes tireless
efforts.
In 2022 and the next five years, we hope that more people will support and participate in financial literary education, which is more challenging than direct implementation and service. To this day, many people still have doubts, since financial literary sounds to be far away. It seems
to them that it is something they will need after they earn enough money. In particularly, they doubt whether children and young people in
rural area need it. They may won’t directly say that I need to learn financial literary, but I was determined to carry on this course after witnessing several moments in 2021!

Chen Xiaofei

Director General of Shanghai BeBetter

"My parents remit money to my grandparents every month, and they give me some, too. I buy snacks with the money, and my grandparents have
no savings. Sometimes my parents don't send money in time. If my grandma falls ill, I feel quite helpless and do not know what to do. I will have

From 2020 to 2021, due to the uncertainties caused by the Coronavirus pandemic, passage of time seemed to be accelerated.
Although the pandemic has not yet ended, we are accustomed to refer present as the post-pandemic era. We need to respond
swiftly to various changes, and seize the opportunity to carry out offline activities. What I’ve sensed is that the people at BeBetter
are busy around and dare not to take a break. In face of various changes, we are no longer anxious and panic. Instead, we are
thinking more about making financial literary education reach children and young people in a faster and more convenient and
effective manner.
In 2021, with the support of many foundations, enterprises and public partners, BeBetter received a total amount of RMB 18.17

to save my pocket money, so I can help with something in case of any emergencies at home."

"Thanks to your financial literary classes last year, now I become cautious about various information and learn to ask for more information.
Yesterday, a classmate in the next building jumped off the building because of campus loans. My classmates didn’t discuss money before. After
learning the classes, we found many of us and family members had been deceived. There are too many financial traps."

“Actually, I have my goals and dreams for the future, but economic burden becomes the last straw. How do I balance survival and ideals?”

million at the end of the year with a confirmed revenue of RMB 13.15 million, an increase of 33.58% compared with 2020. In 2021,
238,394 children and adolescents were served, an increase of 19.8% over 2020. Over 1,085,908 people received the services
accumulatively. Furthermore, owing to its professional and efficient services, standardized and transparent management, the
organization and its programs have won a number of social honors. In September 2021, the organization was certified as a
charitable organization; in December 2021, the organization was approved to be eligible for issuing donation invoices. These
growth and honors of the organization cannot be isolated from the support of donors, the dedication of volunteers, the full endeavors of BeBetter people in each and every project, the efficient collaboration across departments and institutions, and more

These are living examples we’ve witnessed, covering from children to young people. In terms of what kind of world we like to see, we’d say:
"Economic life is complicated. We hope that everyone of us (especially the disadvantaged group) can face up to risks, control them in a
calmly manner, and live a fee and happy life even if it’s ordinary." For low-net-worth families whose economic income is inherently unstable,
it is very important to improve their ability to prevent life risks, and better plan and manage their finance, so as to achieve sustainable
economic life.

importantly, the love and participation of more than 200,000 teachers and students. I am proud of the achievements of my

In the early days, the improvement of financial literary was considered as an effective way to block the intergenerational poverty. After

partners, and I am grateful for all the friends who have supported us along the way.

poverty is completely eliminated in China, the financial literary education will focus more on the sustainable development of individuals and
families in the economic environment, covering decent employment, innovation and entrepreneurship, green consumption and living
together in a responsible and safe manner. This is also the core issue of BeBetter’s financial literary for children and young people.

2021

1817

RMB

million

BeBetter received a total amount

238394
children and adolescents were served

Over

1085908

people received the services accumulatively.

Spring is the time when plans for the year ahead must be made, as well as the time when we set off again. In 2022, we hope to join hands
with internal and external partners to support the implementation of financial literary education policies with professional technology, to
accompany children and young people in happy learning with innovative products, to achieve decent employment through efficient
operation, and to create a life with public value based on win-win philosophy. Independence, warm, and responsibility are what BeBetter
people expect from children and themselves!
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Values of BeBetter

Professionalism
innovation

Acquire requisite occupational accomplishments and workplace etiquette;
Love the engaged industry and post,
and proficiently master relevant knowledge and skills;
Focus on solution instead of problems
without being sentimental；

Introduction of BeBetter

Engage in life-long learning, be good at
discovering problems and develop a
sense of improvement and crisis;

BeBetter is the first public welfare organization in China to carry out financial

Carry out exchange, sharing and team
work;

literary education for young people, as well as an international financial and
business education institution. BeBetter is a member of Children & Youth

enthusiasm
responsibility

openness
and win-win

Make positive input and never forget the
original aspiration;

Be willing to accept different opinions
and things.

Be sincere and generous, and have
friendly dialogue with colleagues and
partners

Share and communicate with colleagues
and partners

Stick to the spirit of contract and act with
integrity;

Win-win cooperation with all relevant
cooperative parties.

Seek meaning of life and work, and be
purpose-driven and accountable for
results

Review the implementation of action
plan and dare to expose true problems.

Financial International (CYFI), a member of AFLATOUN International, a
member of World Education Summit for Education (WISE), a member of The
National Foundation for Teaching Entrepreneurs(NFTE), and a member of
Asian Venture Philanthropy Network（AVPN）. At the same time, BeBetter
is a 4A-level social organization in Shanghai. BeBetter has been certified as
a charitable organization and passed the audit and certification by SGS, an
international authoritative evaluation agency

Registration information
Name: Shanghai Better Education Development Center
Unified social credit code: 52310115691607046F
Registration type: Private non-enterprise unit (charitable
organization)

Vision of BeBetter

Registered capital: RMB 100,000
Legal representative: Wang Sheng
Date of incorporation: July 2009

To cultivate independent， warm and responsible economic citizens，
and help young people live a better life

To ensure all children, young people especially the disadvantaged

group receive diverse self-centered quality ﬁnancial literary education.

BeBetter adheres to “student-centered” education philosophy, respects the students’ role in education, stresses that “education is
life itsself”, and organically integrates education with life, so that students can develop critical thinking and grow up through “experi-

Contact information
Pudong Office: Suite A27, Floor 2A, 555 South Yangjing Road, Pudong

Mission of BeBetter

Education philosophy of BeBetter

New Area, Shanghai
Putuo Office: Suite 201, 2790 North Zhongshan Road, Putuo District,
Shanghai
Telephone: 021-50855238 (09:30-17:30, Monday to Friday)
E-mail: info@bebetter.org.cn
Website: www.bebetter.org.cn
WeChat: Shanghai BeBetter Education Consultation Center
Weibo: @Shanghai BeBetter Education Consultation Center

ence-based” curriculum and activities.
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Organizational structure
Party organization

Party & Government Offices and Labor Union

Board of Supervisors

Han Lirong

Jia Ying

Liu Jian

Party branch secretary

Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors of BeBetter

Professor of Beijing Normal
University, President of China
Education Innovation Institute

Certified senior social worker

General Manager of Save the
Children, Shanghai Office

Board of Directors

Board of Supervisors

Guo Lei
The Board of Directors
Wang Sheng

Office of the Director General

Cjairman of BeBetter

Project
Department

Teachers’
College

Logistics
Department

Finance
Department

Zhu Xiaobin

Member of the Board of
Supervisors of BeBetter

Product
Management
and Design
Product
Development

Brand
Communication

Mobilization
of General
Public

Enterprise
Marketing

Product
Training

Project
Operation

Empowering
of Teachers

Personnel

Budget
Management

Content Audit

Professor of University of Rhode
Island, editor-in-chief of
Family Consumer Finance

Meng Xiangtie
Associate professor of Central
University of Finance and
Economics, Director of China
Academy of Public Finance
and Public Policy

Joanne Yoong

Member of the Board of
Supervisors of BeBetter
Technical adviser of BeBetter

Jin Minchao

Board Member of BeBetter

Shi Jun

Founder of U Space Gallery

Member of the Board of
Supervisors of BeBetter

PhD in social work, social work
teacher of New York University
Shanghai

Gong Aling

Partner of Shanghai
Jin Mao Law Firm

Co-founder of Leadership Beyond
Boundaries

Board Member of BeBetter
Administration

Xiao Jingjian

Associate professor of National
University of Singapore, Director
of Institute for Economic and
Social Research

You Yong

Project
Development
and
Management

Marketing Director of Shanghai
Exhibition Times Co., Ltd.

Ding Li

Secretary General of China Social
Enterprises Alliance
Brand Marketing
Department

Vice Chairman of the Board of
Supervisors of BeBetter

Global member of Aflatoun International

Vice Chairman of BeBetter

Product
Department

Academic adviser

Legal representative of Shanghai Dazhi
Investment Consultation Co., Ltd.

Feng Changlin
Board Member of BeBetter
President of the Council of Beijing
Lianyi Public Welfare Foundation

Tang Wei

Zhu Xiaohu
Associate professor of Shanghai
Normal University, member of
UNESCO Teacher Education Center

Zhuo Silian
Member of expert team for Financial
Literary Study of National Institute
of Education Sciences
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BE BETTER

Interpretation of financial
literary education
Financial literary education
"Financial literary education" refers cultivation of a person’s ability to make
reasonable choices through after various judgments on resources, wealth,
future, reture-risks, etc. in face of various economic choices in the economic environment. The wealth management is taken as the main teaching
method to guide young people to explore the concept of time management
and life management independently, and improve their ability and literary
for achieving life goals using external resources.
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Business overview

Business report
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Chronicle of events

In January, BeBetter launched the challenge

In March, BeBetter participated in the "Global

In April, Wang Sheng, founder and

◎In June, with the support of HSBC Bank

themed

to

Money Week" organized by the Organization

president of BeBetter, delivered a

(China) Co., Ltd. and China Social Welfare

Celebrate the Chinese New Year – Explora-

for Economic Cooperation and Development

speech entitled "Financial Literary

Foundation, BeBetter launched the "Special

tion of the Eve Dinner", which allowed children

(OECD), and collected more than 100 ten

Education Must Start from babies" at

Training Camp of Literary Education for Young

and families to make the Eve dinner together

yuan happiness stories through the "10+1

the CC forum.

People Pointing to Core Literary". More than 80

and learn to cherish and respect family's labor.

Happiness

activity

principals and teachers from all over the country

A total of 1,096 students from 13 provinces

aroused people's awareness of beautiful and

visited the camp and learned the campus’s

and cities across the country signed up for the

happy memories that are about to be forgotten

cultural management system centered on

activity.

in their busy life. Furthermore, in the "Aflatoun

financial

"Afutong

accompanying

me

Feb.

Jan.

Relay"

activity.

This

May.

Day" activity of the International Children's
Savings Fund, they were able to speak on the
international stage and communicated with
students all over the world. Relevant pushes
hit a total of 1,640,384 page views.

Mar.

Apr.

In May, BeBetter launched the "Charity Ambas-

knowledge

learning

and

scene

experience experienced. They experienced the
real economic life scenes at the campus, and
learned how financial literary education is
integrated into subject education, experience of
labor, and moral education management.

June.
◎The series activities themed "Anti-Fraud

sador Sharing Program" for the purpose to

Action of Young People - Anti-Fraud Trainees"

In February, BeBetter launched the activity of

promote financial literary education and share

were launched in Shanghai and Guiyang. In

"Acting to Opt out Loans". Through the creative

the achievements of rural children's financial

Shanghai, BeBetter invited the police officers

H5, it advocated young people to consume

literary education. A total of 10 monthly donors

from Hongkou District Branch of the Public

rationally in coming year and avoid excessive

became BeBetter’s Charity Ambassadors and

Security Bureau to make speeches for young

borrowing, thus helping them develop a

shared their monthly donation stories. A total of

students.

rational consumption concept and improve

347 monthly donors were developed through-

students learned about the fraud risks in life,

wealth management capability.

out the year.

work and study in the game experience.

Through

rich

activities,

young
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In July, BeBetter mobilized 9 communities to

◎BeBetter's "Rural Financial Literary Education

hold the HSBC Insurance Children's Commu-

Program" was shortlisted in the "Top 100

nity Financial Literary Board Game Competi-

Programs" of China's Public Welfare and Charity

tion. About 140 children (families) participated

Programs.

in the competition. The competition helped the

◎BeBetter held the "One-Day Public Welfare

children in the communities deepen their

Chief Financial Officer - Children's Public

understanding of money and the practice of

Welfare Challenge" Shanghai Station. A total of

financial wisdom and provided the opportuni-

27 urban children participated, and RMB

ties

3,005.13 was raised for the "Beautiful Afutong

of

practice.

The

event

was

also

livestreamed on Tik Tok through KOLs, and
received over 20000 likes.

Aug.

July.

Happy

Reading

Program"

with

donations.

Sept.
◎In August, BeBetter once again topped the list
of beautiful public welfare.
◎BeBetter's "Rural Financial Literary Education
Program" was shortlisted in the "Top 100
Programs" of China's Public Welfare and Charity
Programs.

over

335

In October, the "Anti-Fraud Trainees" organized
by BeBetter with the support of Citi China went
viral! The anti-fraud action innovation camp for
young people were launched in Shanghai,
Guangzhou and Shenzhen. The students
developed a deep understanding of fraud
methods and the countermeasures against
fraud. The mastering of financial literary will lay
a foundation for them to avoid financial risks
and cultivate healthy financial habits after
stepping into society. The activity was
livestreamed on Weibo with over 40,000 online
views, 320,000 online topic exposures on the
whole. There were a total of more than 200
reports, with more than 1.2 million media
exposures.

Oct.

◎"Afutong Rural Children's Financial Literary
Education Program" was rated as the
2022-2024 Shanghai Pudong New Area
Social Organization Brand Program by the
Civil Affairs Bureau of Shanghai Pudong New
Area!
◎"Anti-Fraud Action of Young People Anti-Fraud Trainees" won the "Top Ten Public
Welfare Ideas of the Year" award at the
Phoenix Network Action Alliance 2021 Public
Welfare Ceremony!

Nov.

◎In November, "Little Financiers - Financial
Literary Carnival" sponsored by BeBetter was
held in Guangzhou Huoba Community. It was
one of the 2021 HSBC Guangzhou Community Festival series activities. A total of 20 groups
of families participated in the offline activities,
with nearly 1,000 audience engaged in
interaction in the livestreaming on Tik ToK.
◎The Yuehangjia Parent-Child Library in
Gaohang Town, Pudong, Shanghai won the
title of "Top Ten Youth Social Innovation Public
Welfare Program" in the "Youths in Pudong"
2021 Pudong New Area Outstanding Youth
Social Innovation Public Welfare Program
Visits Activity!

◎In December, BeBetter's "Creation of the
Future with Children's Financial Wisdom" was
launched on ByteDance Public Welfare and
Alipay Public Welfare.
◎Hosted by the China Education Innovation
Institute of BNU, the 6th Education Expo
Satellite Conference Series Online Event
"Children as the ‘President’ of ‘Campus Bank’
- Innovative Practice of Financial Literary
Education Based on 'Children's City'" Forum
was held. At this conference, BeBetter
Education also launched the "Children's City"
financial education innovation product.

Dec.

◎The short video "Teenagers in the Field"
filmed by BeBetter was enlisted into Tencent
Public Welfare’s activity entitled "There is
always something good in 2021".
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Overall business in 2021

Throughout the year, BeBetter provided

303,177children and
young people in 188 districts and
services for

counties in
of

Afalteen

provinces, with a total

40,163,802 receivers of the

service.

Aflatoun

28
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BeBetter has designed and
created 2 major brands
"Afutong" is a financial literary education brand for children independently developed by BeBetter. It provides Chinese
children with high-quality financial literary education through games, reading, behavioral banking, entrepreneurial
activities, campus simulation markets, and systematic curriculum, thus helping them to establish good values on wealth,
cultivate good behavioral habits, and become economic citizens who can conduct self-management and live together
with others.

Afutong brand data comparison chart

2020
2021

96,418
122,458
Total service receivers

2020

70,680
27,204,757

2021
Person times of reach

"Youth Walk" is a financial literary education brand for young people independently developed by BeBetter. It provides
disadvantaged young people and students at colleges and general & vocational high schools with high-quality financial
literary education through games, community activities and systematic curriculum, etc., thus helping them develop
wealth management capacity, employment adaptability, independent development ability and other soft skills to become
economic citizens in the digital age.
Youth Walk brand data comparison chart

2020

102,797
180,719

2021
Total service receivers

2020

542,254
12,959,045

2021
Person times of reach
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“Afutong”children financial
literary education
Afutong at rural primary schools

Aflaton data

Service year

Game + activities

Phased introduction
of dual-teacher curriculum

Fancy Chiken Financial Literary Board Game: This
board game is delivered to schools in form of light
game package etc., so that students may undergo
experience and learning during break, after school
or at comprehensive practice classes.

Grade-specific

themed

financial

literary

dual-teacher

The board game developed by BeBetter provides
scenes of life that integrates basic economic
knowledge about cost, savings, operation, risks,
liabilities, budget and consumption, etc. The board
game competition is carried out together with
campus activities, aiming to stimulate their interest
and the awareness of financial literary.

assisted by frontier teachers. The output of the curriculum is

curriculum: The 7 sets of financial literary network dual-teach
curriculum satisfy the demand of students in grade 2-6. The
curriculum consists of live classes and recorded classes
given by the lecturers of BeBetter. The offline classes are
maintained at a high standard of BeBetter, which greatly
reduces the difficulties and pressure faced by rural teachers
during preparation of classes.
With the introduction of the curriculum, a complete teacher
community operation and encouragement mechanism is
established, together with an exchange platform for teachers
in different regions. This helps support rural teachers to
timely solve problems in teaching, and effectively improve
the stickiness among teachers, the quality of class participation, and teachers' recognition of products and program.

Systematic intervention
into campus management
Children's City aims to build an innovative campus: A
market economic system consisting of operation, savings,
and consumption will be formed within campus with behavior development and moral education management as its
core, and the campus tokens as the medium. This creates
a management plan for the schools that integrates curriculum, activities and campus culture.
Through combination with school's characteristic curriculum, labor education, career exploration, innovative leadership, etc., students can have career experience in virtual
and real social life scenarios, thus adapting to social life
and improving comprehensive literacy. This enables
students to acquire key capacities such as self-management, independent thinking, team work and solution of
complex problems.

2021
Direct service receivers

58,189

Indirect service receivers

62,139

Quantity of schools/
communities receiving services

368

Number of teachers/
social workers receiving trainings

2,130

Total service receivers

122,458

Person times of reach

27,204,757
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“Afutong”children financial
literary education
Afutong at rural primary schools
"Afutong" Rural Youth Financial Literary Education Program
"Afutong" Urban and Rural Migrant Children's Financial Literary Growth Plan

Students’ feelings after participation:
"We lined up the tables to form a small group when taking Aflatoun classes.
Then, we could discussion problems together in the Seeking Treasure in
Mushroom Forest (An integrity theme), which made us more united.”
“At Afutong classes, we hold group discussions at most of the time. It’s unlike
other classes where teachers speak all the time.”
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Teachers’ feeling after participation:
"To be honest, there is very few cooperation among students at usual classes. In this curriculum, however, there is real
cooperation. Initially, some children did not develop a sense of cooperation. They would just sit there without knowing
how to participate in discussions with others. They also lacked the awareness of solving problems together with others.
After several times of experience, they learned to brain storm.
"The students were very active at the financial literary classes. Because there is no right or wrong at the classes,
students dare to express their ideas. When filling in the treasure hunt cards, they expressed the truest feelings. When
I heard a student saying that he didn’t want to take the classes anymore because he thought it was unfair when he
always played the cleaner while others were all managers in assignment of positions, I guided other students to help
solve this problem. They decided to change cleaner to environmental protection manager and he was glad to accept it.
In the division of labor among groups, students were deeply involved in their roles.
"There are always some students who dare to act and speak out their ideas. When it comes to difficult tasks such as
expression of feelings or experience, those talkative children will stand out to make presentation. At the same time, they
pay attention to those who are less brave and give the opportunity to them. After making the speeches one or twice,
they are more confident and braver. This is their achievement. However, they have very few or even no such opportunities at other classes. To be honest, time has been tight for our classes. Therefore, I don’t have much time for them to
express themselves.”
(Teacher Wu, Tieniu Primary School, Xinhua County, Loudi City, Hunan Province)

"Our classmates have become more honest."
"Many students in our class were dishonest before taking Afutong classes. For
instance, they wouldn’t pay back my money. After taking Afutong classes, he
returned the money to me.”
"Students will do what they have promised to."

Teachers’ feeling after participation:
Afutong financial literary curriculum is a social financial management curriculum offered to the rural children. After taking
the financial literary curriculum, children will develop some understanding of financial management, and gradually learn
to solve their problems through economic thinking and financial literary knowledge. The biggest feature of the financial
literary curriculum is participatory teaching and cooperative group learning. Teachers play a guiding role as participants,
while students play the main role and engages in spontaneous discussion, organization and speaking, etc. This
strengthens not only children's learning ability, but also their generalization and expression ability. In the financial literary
teaching, children often come up with many novel ideas which become the highlights of the classroom. Even those who
don't like to study or speak out can express their opinions. I also find that the children develop a stronger team spirit,
know the merits of their peers, and learn to be humble. For instance, in the division of labor with a team, they know to
recommend someone with good communication skills as the marketing manager, and a class cadre with management
ability as the general manager. I am very happy to see their daily progress, and feel fortunate to encounter Afutong
financial literary curriculum and learn and grow together with the children.
——Zou Ling, a teacher from Tieniu Primary School, Shangdu Street, Xinhua County, Hunan Province
While I am getting acquainted with Afutong, I seem to have re-acquainted children. The little shy girl turns out to be
pretty smart; the little lively and cheerful boy turned out to have a careful thought; the little silent “transparency” is able
to make a self-introduction gracefully ... I thought I knew them well over the four years, but now find they are as strange
as lovely.
—— Liu Sujie, a teacher from Liujing Primary School, Wangfu Street, Qingzhou City, Shandong Province
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Financial literary training
camp/ carnival

Afutong at urban communities
Financial literary training camp: This involves a 3-day
concentrated teaching and creation of activities, with a
total of 24 classes. Based on camp activities at communities during summer and winter holidays and the problems
in daily life, the financial literary concept and skills are
imparted to children systematically, which strengthens the

Games
and activities

link and communication among families in the community.
The design is carried out around the main lines of

Afutong parent-child game package/Afutong

financial management and market entrepreneurship. After

financial literary board game: The lightweight

learning, children are able to apply all knowledge and

game package/board game allows children

skills to presentation in the community market. The booth

at different ages and their parents to have

carnival is a financial literary activity co-created by

discussion and practice on financial literary

community. Through the booth carnival, children are able

topics based on cultivation of living habits

to deeply engage in interaction activities in the communi-

and budget planning at home.

ty’s financial literary interaction, which provides children in
the communities with the experience of professional and
concrete financial literary education.

Community financial
literary instructor
Creation of a financial literary instructor system based on
The

lightweight

financial

literacy

toolkit

directly reaches families. With regard to the
challenges that are mostly concerned by
paraments during children’s consumption, the
options of themed toolkits such as requisite
needs and desired needs, delayed gratification and fixed-term deposit are available.

community demand: BeBetter provides a professional
financial literary education talent training program for
community workers. Non-professionals in communities
and relevant education system, who have the intention to
engage in financial comprehensive literary education, are
recruited online and provided with online and offline
services, whereby they develop relevant professional
skills for providing financial literary guidance.
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Parent from Tianjin:

Parent from Tianjin:
My little child often plays board games with his father and sister. Now they have a sense of balance and know that they
need to input some in making a living. In the past, he only knew to ask money from me. He just knew withdrawal of money
with a bank card and had little concept of money. Now, he and her sister will discuss how much money they need to

Parents’ feedback:

support a family, buy a house, keep a cat. They know that money is needed everywhere but is not easy to earn. They
also grow stronger awareness of risks in certain activities and have more considerations. They known there is deposit
interest which they had never cared before; they also become aware of investment and want to know more about it other
than deposit. They would check the funds on my mobile banking.

Parent from Guangzhou (the child is 6 years old):

Parent from Guangzhou:

After attending the "Smart Mother's Financial Literary Curriculum", I think it is very useful. It teaches me a method to

My expectations before attending the activity: I hope to change the bad habits of my child. My child was taken care of by

educate my child, and I began to implement the pocket money point system at home. In the past, when we talked about
money or when my child wanted to buy something, I would tell my child, "We don’t have much money. It’s not easy to
make money, and you cannot waste it." Now, when it comes to money, I would say, "I work hard to make money, and you
should work hard to earn points. Let’s work together."
Parent from Beijing:

grandparents. He was spoiled and all demand was satisfied infinitely. As a result, he developed lavish spending habits.
The greatest change at present: In the past, he simply bought what he wanted, regardless of whether there is already
one at home or not, or whether it is reasonable or not. He would say it was only RMB 200, which was not expensive. The
money can be withdrawn from banks (he had no idea how does the money come from). Now, he will think whether
something is requisite or simply desired. If the price is high, he would say, “it’s too expensive and necessarily needed”. If

In the past, my child had no concept of money, and they didn’t know how much money they’d received during the New

he doesn’t have enough points for anything he wants, he would say “I will buy it after the holiday.” When he started to play

Year. They just leave it on the bed without care. Now, they can count how much money they have and put it in their wallet.

the board game, he did not know the importance of investment and insurance and made no plans. Now, he becomes

They also develop the awareness of saving money from selling waste products. They would spend it on food before. Now,

prudent and buys medical care and insurance at first and tells new friends their importance. He is also cautious about

they put the money away. They know more savings means the capacity to buy more things. What’s more, they known to

investment, and often invest a amount of RMB 5 instead of RMB 10, because he knows that greater investment means

compare the prices online and offline. They don’t buy expensive things. They didn’t make analysis before and simply

greater risks. When playing board games, he would tell us “It’s risky to buy too many rabbits”. I am stunned by his words.

bought what they want. Furthermore, they become more aware of fraud. When prices are higher, they will remind me of

He used to buy things without thinking but now learns to consider risks. He also develops stronger awareness of fraud.

being deceived and ask me to make a complaint.

He would tell me “not to scan the QR code on the wall. It’s is cheating”.
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Afutong teachers’ college

Link experts’ academic resources and provide guidance on subject application;

Teachers play a vital role in the development of children. Teachers'

Provide opportunities to participate in the discussion and R&D of financial
literary curriculum;

consciousness, emotion, behavior, etc. will affect students, in
particularly, children and teenagers in rural areas. Therefore, the
growth of teachers is critically important for improving poverty-strick-

Provide opportunities for teachers to read books relating to financial literacy and
education; invite industry guests to share ideas on special topics;

en areas. The objective of educational public welfare is to influence
teenagers, where the most effective measure is to intervene in their
teachers. This project will provide teachers with the opportunity to

Provide children's city school with the opportunity to have visits and exchanges;

participate in the offline financial literary training camp and online
systematic training. The training content covers the topics such as
"participatory teaching", "moral education management", and "finan-

National Teacher Financial Literary Training Camp (offline);

cial literary education". The teachers are empowered through
diverse online and offline means.

Provide principals with the opportunity to join a peer advisory group.

Relevant projects: "Afutong" Teacher Growth Academy Program

BeBetter-Themes to be Shared at the Teachers Development College

Reading Enlightenment and Appreciation of
Children Picture Books

The Application of Gamefication in
Teaching and Curriculum Design

The Application of
Visualization in Teaching
and Curriculum Design

The Application of High-efficient
Learning Strategy in Teaching
and Curriculum Design

The Application of Questioning Ability in Teaching and
Curriculum Design

Introduce general knowledge on picture books to help with

Incorporate gamefication into teaching and curriculum

Integrate visual artistic expression into

Give in-depth interpretation of efficient memo-

Give focus on questioning design in

understanding of their history and structural aesthetics; learn

design, and integrate gamefication thinking into

teaching

design,

rization strategies, introduce of five-step

classroom teaching, explore how to guide

to appreciate good picture books from multiple dimensions,

classes via instrument of games based on experi-

present students' ideas in the way of

memory improvement method, and provide

students to think, open their mind and

get acquaint with famous authors of picture books and their

ence, so as to stimulate students’ learning motivation,

pictures and texts, and enrich the

all-day study plans and the tips in studying and

express their ideas through questioning;

masterpieces, and the grand awards in picture book industry.

improve their participation in the classroom, keep

presentation

taking examinations; give focus on strength-

further help students to develop a new

Introduce the creative teaching activity design of picture

class interesting, and make the learning process

classroom

and

ening students' brain memory mechanism,

perspective and expand the boundaries of

books, as well as the teaching and reading skills. Analyze the

interesting and attractive.

cognition.

and

curriculum

of

beauty

blackboard

through

writing

hand-painted posters; make process of

explore the relationship between the brain and

mistakes in selection of picture books, and introduce the

thinking, questioning, dialogue and

memory,

standards and principles of choosing picture books.

students’

cognitive

model

and

activate

the

memorization

behind

process; probe into the essence of good

visible, so as to stimulate new inspira-

learning result from the three dimensions of

tion and thinking.

learning motivation, learning method and
learning time.
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"Today, I took my second child to participate in ‘Reading and Appreciation of Children’s Picture Books’, and I learned
a lot. Proceeding from the history of picture books, Chen showed us the unique charm of picture books. The
interests in picture books are dependent on how much one likes them. If one likes a picture book, he or she will
always manage to buy it and learn a lot from it.
Chen introduced us the mystery of the kingdom of pictures book from the aspects of classification, characteristics
and themes. The introduction was also accompanied interpretation of readings of various picture books, interactions
and discussions. I was feeling considerably good!
I used to know nothing about picture books. I don’t know when I fell in love with them, but simply feel that they make
me calm. Later, I started to lead students to write plays and give performance according to picture books. Eventually,
I worked with them in creating picture books.
This semester, I started to teach children in my Piggy Class to recognize Chinese characters through reading picture
books, so as to improve their Chinese reading comprehension.
I plan to invite children in my Piggy Class to this class and stimulate their enthusiasm in reading picture books. I will
endeavor to help them finish 100 picture books and be able to make simple narrations and creations, so that they
will no longer fail the Chinese examination and become confident.”
(Mr. Li Jianhe, teacher from Lushan Primary School,
Watang Town, Gangnan District, Guigang City, Guangxi )

"After two days’ study, I realize that teachers make students' learning simple and feasible by guiding them to carry out
activities and make inquiries, without having to directly tell them what they should know. Teachers need to provide
necessary guidance at classes, emphasize key points of the curriculum, and make sure all students are given the
opportunity to express their ideas.
This curriculum aims to allow students to discuss social issues. Therefore, there will be many viewpoints, some of
which many challenge the individual values of teachers. For teachers, this will be a challenge. Nonetheless, teachers
are expected to leave enough room for students to express and discuss their ideas. Only when students feel they are
in a safe and reliable environment will they express themselves freely.
The open classroom is my greatest achievement. The content of this curriculum is closely related to children's life and
share many common points with the society. Relevant professionals can be invited to the classroom; otherwise,
students can also be organized to visit relevant enterprises, community for exchanges and practice."
(Liang Shumin, a teacher from Puyang County, Henan Province)
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“Youth Walk” Youth Financial
Literary Education
"Youth Walk" Youth Financial Literary Education Program

Organization
of association
activities

Empower leaders of associations to carry out campus activities:
Provide full range of activities and props for youth associations and support them to carry out financial
literacy-themed activities for campus students with focuses on financial literacy, employment and entrepre-

Youth Walk

Service year

2021

neurship, aiming to enrich association activities and cultivate young leaders.
Direct service receivers

Empower teachers to carry out systematic courses on sustainable development:
Introduction
of campus
activities

The youth sustainable development courses focus on the three dimensions of financial competency, career
adaptability, and self-development, and provides youth with a series of courses on money awareness, risk
assessment, money planning, self-awareness exploration, workplace viability, self-planning, responsibility
awakening, new skills, and entrepreneurship, etc.Support its integration into campus courses through trainings
for teachers.

Trainings on
new vocational
skills at camps

Carry out trainings on new vocational skills at camps, and cultivate slash youths:
The trainings are carried out in a centralized manner at camps, together with learning of hard skills and
situational assessment of soft skills, so as to help students at vocational colleges develop the potentiality of
growing into slash youth and reshape career cognition.

Communication
and advocacy
of social issue
topics

Encourage youths to launch initiatives:
Incite youths to launch social initiatives focusing on the themes such as anti-fraud, exquisite life and green
consumption, whereby influencing not only themselves but more people around and improving the social
influence of financial literacy education.

Accompanying
of enterprise
tutors

71,000

Accompanying of volunteer tutors from enterprises
Carry out one-to-one and one-to-many consultation with focuses on the themes of personal growth, career
development, workplace tools, mock interviews, and resume writing through the program and activities, and
join the challenges with the identity of a team coach in offline activities.

Indirect service receivers

109,719

Quantity of schools/
communities receiving services

148

Number of teachers/
social workers receiving trainings

490

Total service receivers

180,719

Person times of reach

12,959,045
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“Youth Walk” Youth Financial
Literary Education
"Youth Walk" Liangzhi Curriculum Program
"Youth Walk" Improvement Plan for Secondary Vocational Students' Employment
"Youth Walk" Youth Vocational Education Program

Teachers’ feedback
"Liangzhi curriculum is very close to quality education. My present age is a bit embarrassing for me. My teaching is all
indoctrinatory. My answer is the only acceptable answer. In today’s popular words, ‘Follow my way of thinking, not yours.’
Actually, this is how I was taught by my teachers, and I teach my students in the same way. After attending this training,
I found out that a concept was never taught by me or by books. It's not a rigid and requires student make brainstorm to
seek the answer. I think this is really a great way of teaching for our students!" (NX)

Students’ feedback

"I used to think that I taught well, explained everything clearly in a simple manner, and that as long as students were

"At the beginning of entry into the school, I did not get along well with **. I think she is very annoying and slow in doing

engaged, it was participatory teaching. After receiving the training in October, I realize that participation varies. My

anything. Later, asked by teacher to share her stories, I learned what she had experienced...I changed my opinion

previous teaching was still indoctrinatory, while the true participation means that students are full engaged without

about her and our relationship gradually improved. Without sharing, we actually don't know each other’s stories and

playing with mobile phones or being distracted. (WHW)

will develop one-sided or even negative ideas. This course (Liangzhi course) allows most discussions. So we develop
particularly good relationship.”

"In particularly, I remember a teacher once said that when she was giving lessons on sex education for adolescents, she
asked them to write down their questions and put them into a black bag. Then, she would pick out questions and discuss

"This course makes me fond of speaking. Furthermore, the teacher is very interesting and the class is relaxed. I won’t

with them. I think this is a good technique, since it protects the privacy of children and eliminates their concerns. I will

play with mobile phones or do other things at all. We learn many practical knowledge and skills, such as keeping an

also use this technique in the future, so that every child can write down their feelings without worries.” ( GX)

account. These are much more useful than some other classes.

"At a class on use of money, a student said she didn’t have enough money. I asked her: ‘how much do you spend every

"At other classes, we are learning only the knowledge, which I think it is quite a failure. Liangzhi Class is all about

day?’ She answered that she spent less than RMB 100 every week. Then, I asked how she would spend the money if

games, discussions and activities. What’s more, the teachers are very kind to us and call us 'little babies'. They are

she was given RMB 200 a week? She said “I will eat a big meal.” Although I knew children in Chengmei Class were not

not as serious as other teachers. Furthermore, we can all express our ideas for every question. In other classes,

in good financial conditions, I didn’t notice she was in such economic difficulties. After class, I had a talk with her and

however, only a few students can give answers and the rest students are sleeping. No matter what answer we give,

learned that she had only her mother and two brothers who are incapable of working. It was quit difficult for her…” (ZX)

the teachers will not say we are wrong or criticize us. Therefore, we all change a bit at this class.” (YQQ)
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Teachers’ feedback
"The two-day training was tiring as well as enjoyable. I listened, spoke and
kept notes. There were many games. Although it was tiring, I felt enjoyable
and learned a lot. Yesterday marked the end of the two-day "Youth Employment Improvement" training camp for teachers. Ms. Huang Haiyan, one of
the campers from Shanghai Trade School, said happily that she would
apply what she learned in the training camp to the practical teaching and
help students improve self-awareness and career awareness.
Shi Weirong, a teacher from Shanghai Xingjian College, agreed with the
"participatory teaching" saying that "this kind of experiential training
presents a strong sense of participation. I never had such experience and I
expect to bring my what I’ve learned and appreciated to students.". Zhu
Wanxia was a math teacher from Shanghai Economics Management
school. She said this tool-based visual teaching method could be applied to
math teaching. "This will be more easily accepted by students, with improve
classroom effect."
——Shi Weirong, a teacher from Shanghai Xingjian College

Students’ feedback
"When I entered the school, I felt that my major was too low. I was bewildered, because I couldn't see the future, and had no
interest in learning. After participating in this training camp, I developed new understanding of my major, but also make further

社会议题传播倡导活动
I learned much knowledge about fraud in participation in such activities. I
also hope to tell my classmates and friends what I’ve learned, so more
people will stay away from fraud and strengthen the awareness of prevention. (A student in Shanghai)

exploration and understanding of myself. In fact, when you change your mentality, you can find hope. There are many
interesting creations with CNC. With craftsmanship spirit, you can excellent achievement in every industry."
“The part of self-awareness and career planning was very useful. After learning this part, I began to think about whether I
should take cooking as my life-long career. If I am resolved to follow this objective and yearn for working at a Michelin restaurant, I should complete my academic study as per my previous career planning, learn French and strive for the opportunity to
go to the Institut Paul Bocuse in France for further study."
——Yu Yifeng, a student who majors in Western Food Technology, Shanghai Institute of Tourism

I truly learned relevant knowledge through these activities, such as what
are five insurances and one housing fund, and how the interest are actually calculated in the APP. (a student in Guiyang)
Team writing is very important, and the game is of high playability
compared with the previous lectures. The Bingo Battle which integrates
fun with learning is very good. (A student in Dalian)
The game "Ubiquitous traps" is really reflective of practice link. It’s truly
hard to guard against the traps set by criminals. Therefore, you must
improve your financial literacy and the ability to identify the fraud. (A
student in Shanghai)
This beneficial activity allowed us to experience the journey outside the
school beforehand and simulate the survival with our own abilities. This
activity also tempered our weak heart. After being schooled time and
again, we get a stronger self-healing power and improved inner endurance
capacity. (A student in Guiyang)

I study hotel management. What I learned at school is about the "front"
work of hotels. In this training, I learned the "back" work of hotels, which
not only broadened my horizons, but also helped me a lost in choosing
my career in the future."
——Liu Yiyang from Shanghai Minyuan College
"During the training, the teacher guided us to think about the questions
such as 'what to consider mostly when choosing a job' and 'what is the
requisite ability for taking a job'. The volunteers from Bank of America
shared their experiences in seeking a job and at workplace, which were
very practical. Self-awareness and learning of skills are infinite. I look
forward to participating in more such training activities in the future."
——Bu Fan, a study who majors in tourism management of
Shanghai Vocational College of Agriculture and Forestry
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992,388.04

6,969.60

The total
expenses was

8,298,551.93

Income from donation

Income from service

Other income

178,472.62
137,661.71

665,441.92

management costs(5%)

Governmental subsidies

Top five foundations/enterprises which contribute to donation:

FUNDRAISING EFFORTS
In 2021, BeBetter also made lots of new explorations in fundraising, including opening accounts on short video platform like Tik Top

4,242,512.15

to raise funds through live streaming and dynamic videos of

2,089,355.46

programs; at the same time, BeBetter also solicitated donation

1,944,360.00

1,600,225.00

offline at streets, and recruit corporate employees and their

1,358,800.00

children to participate in the challenge of advocating donation
among strangers; mobilized schools to carry out offline campus
market activities based on the entrepreneurship content of the

China Foundation
for Poverty
Alleviation

Proportion of
business costs of
different products

13,133,293.89
166,442.16
106,897.84

Shanghai Pudong
New Area
NPI Foundation

CitiBank (China)
Co., Ltd.

Narada Foundation

curriculum, encourage students to donate part of income to public
welfare program and fulfill social responsibilities while cultivating
their practical ability. BeBetter also had negotiations with
merchants on participation in the 99 Charity Day activities, and set
up donation pages within their stores to persuade consumers to
make responsible consumption.

39.89%

other costs(7.5%)

funding costs(0.5%)

1,200,928.52
1,184,888.51

Shanghai United
Foundation
(HSBC China)

Support BeBetter

Youth department

2020

11,720,712.13

Total revenue

Acknowledgement

（Unit: Yuan）

13,150,160.19
9,844,395.23

Internal construction

Total expenses in 2021

Revenue of 2021
（Unit: Yuan）

Brand influence

11,468,494.33

the business
cost expenses(87%)

Children department

60.11%

Contact
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Internal construction

In 2021 which marked the entry into an era of short videos, the organization tried operation on Tik Tok. "BeBetter" is the official account, with

Basic information about
brand communication

focuses on the actual living and learning scenes of rural children togeth-

In 2021, there were a total of 86 brand communication

anti-fraud at workplace. We released a total of 108 original short videos,

activities at the organization level (including online and

with a total of 411,968 views. A single video received the highest 2w+

offline activities) with over 39,487,782 person-times

views and 579 likes. At the same time, the organization also livestream

39,487,782

(excluding incalculable data of traditional media such as

important brand activities and interact with audience. Throughout the

print media and TV) of total media exposure, an increase

year, we held a total of 6 livestreaming, with a total of 82,000 views.

of total media exposure

of 1067.5% compared to 2020. Among them, there were

In 2021, there were a total of

86

brand communication

activities at the organization level

person-times

more than 900 media reports, and 36 foreign media
increase of

1067.5%
compared to 2020

reports such as Facebook and Twitter on the organization’s programs, with a total of over 3.3 million views.
The relevant reports on "Afutong Rural Children's
Financial Literaray Education" program appeared on the
news pages of People's Daily and China Daily; and the

more than

900

media reports

report on youth activity of "Anti-fraud Trainees Anti-fraud Innovation Camp" was broadcast on the
"Focus on Hotspots" program of Shanghai Documentary
Humanities Channel, with over 10 million audience.

er with popularization of financial literacy; "Xiao Wang and Huahua" is an

Acknowledgement

Support BeBetter

Contact

We released a total of

108

original short videos

artificial operating account, with focuses on young peoples’ life and
total of

411,968

views

we held a total of 6 livestreaming
with

8.2

a total of 82,000 views.
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with

23.8

Acknowledgement

Support BeBetter

Contact

The Global Money Week activities aimed to popularize the financial
bring happiness. We collected stories about 10-yuan happiness and
more than 100 people submitted their stories. The video of this event
was played on the Shenzhen subway. In addition, we created a topic
on Sina Weibo, with 23.8 million related exposures. Media profession-

We collected stories about 10-yuan happiness

Internal construction

The Global Money Week activities
literacy and convey the idea that a small amount of money can also

Innovation and key
activities of communication

Brand influence

als, corporate executives, public welfare leaders and children were

audience online

1,000
20000
over

likes

invited to the interaction in the event.
million related exposures

Wang Sheng, founder and president of BeBetter, delivered a speech
titled " Financial Literary Education Must Start from babies" at the CC
forum. There were 200 + direct beneficiaries on the spot, 1,000+
audience of livestreaming, and 2,467 views. Later, the video was
uploaded to Xuexi Platform and continued to exert influence.

The series activities of " Anti-Fraud Action
of Young People - Anti-Fraud Trainees"
The series activities of " Anti-Fraud Action of Young People Anti-Fraud Trainees" aimed to address the social problems that

40,000
320,000
1,200,000

The livestreaming
of the event received

topic
exposures

over

media
exposures

frequently plagued young people, such as various fraud and financial
problems. Through the innovative learning model of "Financial literary
X Public Welfare", they improved young people’s financial literacy and
the ability to guard against financial risks. In the early stage, the
dissemination and publicity were carried out through online anti-fraud
videos, comics, interesting questionnaires on anti-fraud ability test,

"Little Financiers - Financial Literary Carnival"
"Little Financiers - Financial Literary Carnival" is a financial literary popularization activity at community level. It was one of the 2021
HSBC Guangzhou Community Festival series activities. A total of 20 groups of families participated in the offline activities. The
interactive experiential financial literary popularization was held in Huoba Community. Tik Tok celebrities were invited to the interactive livestreaming. The event received nearly 1,000 audience online and over 20,000 likes.
On December 18th, hosted by the China Education Innovation Institute of BNU, the 6th Education Expo Satellite Conference
Series Online Event "Children as the ‘President’ of ‘Campus Bank’ - Innovative Practice of Financial Literary Education Based on
'Children's City'" Forum is held. At this conference, BeBetter Education also launched the "Children's City" financial education
innovation product. There were 104 media reports and 320,000 exposures.

and anti-fraud study manuals. There are two offline activities of "Bingo
Battle" and "City Survival Challenge", where anti-fraud popularization
was carried out through organic combination of anti-fraud knowledge
and the actual life and the mode of “interactive game + team
challenge”. Furthermore, the series of activities were communicated
across the sectors through the public security system. A total of 40+
offline activities have been carried out in major cities like Shanghai,
Beijing, Guangzhou, Guiyang and Dalian, serving 1200+ young
people. The novel activities and comprehensive and practical
anti-fraud knowledge have won praises from the program area and
schools. In Shanghai, BeBetter invited the public security system, the
United Front Work system and the Youth League Committee system
to participate in the activities. The rich activities enabled young
students to understand the fraud risks in life, work and study through
the game experience. The livestreaming of the event received 40,000
views and 320,000 topic exposures. There were more than 200
reports, with over 1,200,000 media exposures.

media reports

104

Exposure amount

320000
The posters of the program of "AFutong Rural
Children's Financial Literary Education"
The posters of the program of "AFutong Rural Children's Financial Literary
Education" were displayed on the big screen of Shanghai Hongqiao International Airport during the 99 Charity Day. Afterwards, the program was selected
as a high-quality public welfare program, with its introduction and video materials published in the 3rd Beijing International Public Service Advertisement
Conference.
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Be certiﬁed as a charitable organization
and approved to be eligible for issuing donation invoices
After more than months of endeavors, BeBetter was certified as a charitable organization in September 2021 and approved to be eligible for issuing donation invoices in December 2021, which provide
an advantageous safeguard for application for fundraising at platforms and direct receipt of enterprises’ donation. On the other hand, this proves that the standardization of the institution has been
recognized and supported by the civil affairs department.

Internal construction

Adjust the structure and
business development model
in parallel to capacity building
On the one hand, BeBetter determined the

Unity through Party construction

foregoing adjustment of structure and business
model through combing of capacity building; on

01
02

BeBetter identified the missing ability of the new

core leadership, unity and cohesion in the organization.

structure, recruit new personnel and carried out

While the epidemic affected the life of non-local employees,

trainings to improve the adaptability of the old

the Party branch and the labor union jointly advocated

personnel.

staying in Shanghai for the New Year and held new year
celebrations, so that those who did not return to hometown

03

support based on the development demand of different departments and

curriculum and Shandao participatory teaching trainings; project managers learned the PMD program management curriculum; the brand department to participated in "China Public Welfare Media Scholarship Class"
curriculum and the "K2 Public Welfare Blue Focus University Communi-

parent-child volunteer activities on September 5th China

cation Curriculum ".

Charity Day based on the characteristics of the organization's

literary in life.

After the structure adjustment, BeBetter provided corresponding training

"demand identification"; trainers participated in online training design

of Pudong New Area. The Party branch also organized

public welfare program and learn the knowledge of financial

business development model, adjusted the project orientation to product

personnel. For instance, product development department learned the

The core capacity construction is as follows:

measures won recognition from the Organization Department

public volunteered to raise funds at streets for rural children's

With the support of That Spark, BeBetter opened up the organization's

departments on this basis.

could feel the warmth of the organization. These excellent

business. The CPC members of the organization and the

and duties of the departments of programs, operation and products.

orientation, and re-examine the duties and business processes of all

the other hand, during the adjustment process,
In 2021, BeBetter Party Branch played an important role in

With the support of Yixiu College, BeBetter first sorted out the work flow

04

For the management of the organization, they participated in the "Nandu
Peiying Women's Leadership" program, the Social Innovator's Public
Welfare Leadership Program, the talents training classes for leading
charity talents of SOP School of Philanthropy, the MBA of Netherlands
Business School, and the MBA of Fudan University Management School.
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Acknowledgement

Alibaba Foundation

Beijing Bytedance Technology Co., Ltd.

Beijing Harvest Foundation

CREDIT SUISSE

International Children’s
Savings Foundation

Save the Children (UK) Beijing Office

HSBC China

CitiBank (China) Co., Ltd.

Alipay Foundation

HSBC Insurance

Oxfam (Hong Kong) Beijing Office

Narada Foundation

Hainan Chengmei
Charity Foundation

Bank of America

Shanghai United Foundation

Shanghai Rural Commercial Bank

Shanghai Adream Foundation

Shenzhen Shimenkan
Education Foundation

Xinhe Foundation

CHINA SOCIAL
WELFARE FOUNDATION

Shanghai Pudong
New Area NPI Foundation

Tencent Charitable Foundation

China Foundation
for Poverty Alleviation

China National Petroleum Corporation

Shanghai Caoyang Vocational School

Shanghai Caoyang Vocational School

Beijing Shuyi Social Work Oﬃce

Shanghai Economic Management School

Beijing Yingcai Huibo Network Technology Co., Ltd.

Shanghai Private New Century Primary School

KPMG Shanghai Oﬃce

The People’
s Government of Gaohang Town, Pudong New Area, Shanghai

HMT (Xiamen) New Technical Materials Co., Ltd., Shanghai Branch

Education Bureau of Shanghai Pudong New Area

Caterpillar Foundation (US) Beijing Oﬃce

Shanghai Pudong New Area Child Care Service Guidance Center

Corporate Citizenship in Action (Beijing) Management Consultation Co., Ltd.

Shaanxi Fuyuanhui Gender Development Center

Ningxia Charity Promotion Association

China Social Assistance Foundation
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Shen Manli

Gao Lai Jin

Liu Yingxiang

Shi Jie

Xin Zhongshixinyueyue-

Jiang Lixia

Zhang Jinglan

Wang Chaoyang

m

NO COMMENT

Mo Qiongyu
Han Xinru
Wei Yue
Lan Di

Ma Wenxin
Huang Wei
Lei Wenhu

Wang Zixin
duojishan

Di Zhennan
He Na

Zhang Jie

Liu Yuanwei

Huang Zihao
Duan Lili

Chen Fanzhe
Yang Xiaolin
Xu Lixia
Lei Qi

Huang Chao
Zhang Yichi

Gao Jingyao

Wang Zhiwei
Qiu Fang

Wang Xingjian and
Qiu Pingfang
Chen Yang

Peng Ruixin
Li Yanyan

Wang Ying
Lu Ke

Liao Jiani

Mao Weikai

Qi Zhongping

Chen Xiaohua
Song Beibei
Ren Juan
Hao Jie

Cheng Yushan
Li Weiying

Chen Yongjia
Wang Lili

Song Fangyi
Lv Jianjing

Zhang Rongze
Yang Yili
Shi Rui

Dai Yuanfang
Lord Zhu

Kong Ping (Connie)
Yang Yi

Shi Zhan

Teacher Bai

Jiang Xiuying
Du Yuehua
Ren Enbo

Xiong Yingxiang
Fang Rui
Armin

Sun Li

Luo Yixuan
Li Huan

Liu Feng

Humanni

Xiao Lijiao

He Hongtao

Zheng Ruimin
Li Ruanling
Diao Wen
Liu Yang

Jia Yongmei
Huang Min

Wang Muzhi

Xie Zhongdeng
Li Yuting

Liu Yongzhi
Qi Jihong

Wang Xiaolong
Cheng Song
Jin Hua

Sun Congcong
Jin Enxi

Pan Guoxiang
Sun Jinghua

Wu Jiangming
Shi Bin

Liang Liuli

Long Jianzhi
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Liu Qiren

Brand influence

Zhao Dafan
Xiao Ying
Ma Liao

Xiong Sinuo
Guo Li

Xiao Buding
Xu Xiaoying
Ding Yibo

Yang Yang

Zhang Beiming
Fei Hui

Ren Xin

Huang Shan
Hu Jinfeng

Qian Shangxiong
Ren Juan

Lu Yuehui
Li Xiyue

Kou Ronghuan

Cheng Xiaoying
Guo Min

Wang Lan
Ke Hui

Xu Ning

Zeng Muyan

Wang Tianyi

Guan Guoxiang
Liu Xiaochun
Song Kai

Ren Xiaochun
Ma Jinghui
Zhi Zhi

Xie Lanzhen

Wang Qingchi
Du Shan

Liu Yimin
Duo Mi
Hui Yi

Zhi Yuan｜Mandy
Zeng Xi

Zhao Wenying
Ge Qian

Yongan gongmu Wang
Jiangang

Xiao Jun+король

Hai Tang
Zhao Peishan
Li Xiugang
Qi Zheng
Ju Jian

Wang Haozhe
Yang Zhipeng
Ying Na

Zhao Wen

Lin Jianfengye
Sylvias

Tingshuo！Shijieyouni
Xing Huoliaoyuan
Zhao Ning
Dai Yuan

Li Zhichao
Zheng Lin

Lao Huang
Xiao Fei

Wu Yuefengyu
A Chacha

Qian Ying

Shan Shan

Pao Chudingpangzi
Yang Shutong
Liu Xiaoqing
Xuan Ma

Wang Zijue
Jiang Yan
Chou Er

Zuo Haoshibuliuming
Tu Dou
Lao Ke

Joey Li
Li Li

Feng Yafeng
Liu Yazhou
Shui Shui
Yan

Yi Suoyanyu

Liu Zhengyang
Mr. Xishan
CC

Bei Lajiang

niao

R.ebecca

Lin Xiaomei
Shi

Means of monthly donation:
Become a participant of monthly donation
and support financial literary education for
young people

Zhang Qin
Deng Huo
Hao

Ji Zhidexiaobaoziya
Huang Minjing
Xu Rui

Zhong Manman
Lin Yi
S.H

Gui Haojun

San Suijiuaixiao
Yu Meiren
Yang Tao
Zao Zi

Tian Zhen

Miao～dae

Na Xiaoniu
Wu Yurong

Ye Kongzhongdexing
Eileen+Yiping+

Kun Pengzhanchi
Sure

Jin Quan, Xiu
Luo Hong

Liang Xiang
Wang Jin

Li Yong Daniel-Lee
Zhu

YIlongxiansheng（

guan zhong）
Dishanqian
Peng

Wang Xiong
Xiao Yi

JIe Jiushirenxing
Nuannuan

Cui Sanjian
lhy

Da Xiaojie

MISS Gong
Alan

Yuanyuan

Segregated account
Bank transfer: (RMB Account)
Account name: Shanghai United Foundation
Accounts bank: Bank of Communications Shanghai Pudong Branch
Account No.: 3100 6658 0018 1701 8926 9
Phone: +86-21-50855238

Contact Person: Mrs.Chen
If you make donation through bank transfer, please indicate your name,
contact number and “cooperation with BeBetter” on the transfer
voucher. At the same, please contact the staff of the organization.
Issuance of donation receipt: When the amount of donation is RMB 100
and above, we will issue a donation invoice. Due to mailing cost, no
invoice will be mailed for a donation which less than RMB100. You may
contact and get your invoice at BeBetter office.
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